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THE FAMOUS MAN
Mr.Ike almost got
burned on mars!

THE FAMOUS MAN DIES!
Mr.Ike (born October 8,1981) is a Chinese architect.
His name stands for Mr. I know everything. He studied

sometimes go to
space to find Planet

math at school, but he knew everything, so he went to

f and see what it’s

study architecture.
He designed the Mars Place on Mars. He built it

like right now.
Some people

because the astronauts might get bored on Mars. Inside
Mars Place, he made a car park, a restaurant, a shopping

are jealous of Mr.
Ike, so they

mall and an arcade. He built it by himself, single handedly.

stabbed him with a

It’s so big that it almost fits the whole Mars!
Right now, Mr.Ike is building another planet called

knife when he was
sleeping. But then, the

Planet f. The whole planet is made out of metal, and it
rains everyday. He is starting a new project on September

police found out, so they killed the people who killed Mr.
Ike. Their names were: Dracowomen, Trixie and Gary. The

1st,2011 for his dad’s birthday present. He will build it with

people who killed Mr. Ike (Mr. I know everything) were

metal, since his dad likes metal.
Mars Place is famous because most of the astronauts

architects who were not as famous as he was. When Mr.
Ike’s parents found out, they put Mr. Ike on Planet f. From

just go there to try the Mars Place. Then they go back and
tell everyone in the whole world. Even the aliens wanted to

then on, people from all around the world started to call it
the Planet of dead Ike.

try it out! Planet f is not yet finished, but people already
know that it would grab everyone’s attention. Astronauts

